
D723 
MOUNT TAN*

D721 
SIERRA 
CLIFF FACE*

D725 
SIERRA STONE

LONDECK SIERRA
Mimicking the look of stucco with a slightly more subtle and crevassed surfacing than our regular 
Londeck offering, LONDECK SIERRA is similarly waterproof, weather-tolerant and holds up to 
heavy foot traffic. 

* Please note that #D721 Sierra Cliff Face and #D723 Mount Tan are available in both 6 foot (1.83 m) wide and a 
width of 102” (8 foot with 2-1/2 selvage per edge). All other colors are available in 6 foot (1.83 m) wide rolls only unless 
custom ordered.

D726 
FAIRMOUNT 
GREEN

D727 
PLATINUM

D729 
TITANIUM

Londeck Sierra #D721 Sierra Cliff Face - Crescent Condos, St. Louis, MO

LONDECK 
SIERRA

EXTERIOR

Moiré is a pattern that mimics fluid water-like movement.  Lonmoire is a slightly 
textured flooring product that has rippled its way into healthcare spaces.  This 
time-honored, French-based design is a beloved classic.  
Available in 6 elegant colors. 

LONMOIRE   

M51 BLANC

331 OATMEAL Lonspeck’s pattern was designed with the right combination of speck size and 
sparsity to enhance spatial resolution for a better field of view.  The Lonspeck 
pattern can help hide wear and tear, as well as conceal blemishes. This pattern 
adds detail to a room and brings character to an overall design.  Available in 9 
complimentary colors.

LONSPECK

SX117 HALE NAVY

LONWOOD DAKOTA
This durable, slightly textured sheet evokes the open grain of oak and the nuance 
of knot-free plank in warm and inviting colors. Lonwood Dakota coordinates 
beautifully with Loneco® and is ideal for corporate and retail, as well as healthcare 
environments such as Northwestern University Imaging Center in Illinois and
St. Louis Children’s Hospital in Missouri.  Available in 15 classic colors.W7095 HONEY CAKES

LONWOOD NATURAL
Lonwood Natural has a realistic maple wood image with striking color schemes 
taken directly from nature. It has been a regular feature in healthcare, multi-family 
housing, and corporate settings including Balboa Naval Hospital in California, 
Mount Sinai Hospital in New York, and Malama Ki Ola Health Center in Hawaii. 
Available in 14 wide-ranging colors. W7463 THUNDERSTORM

LONWOOD MADERA
A wide-plank design, Lonwood Madera features detailed graining that elegantly 
weaves around beautifully-rendered knotting. This extraordinarily realistic look 
is further enhanced by articulated plank lines resulting in a design that suggests 
the strength of old-world craftsmanship paired with the crisp, clean lines of 
contemporary living. Available in 6 lustrous colors.W132  OREGANO

LONZEBRA
The exciting pattern of African Zebrawood comes to life in Lonseal’s Lonzebra 
collection, featuring a striated linear pattern that is not only visually extraordinary 
but also serves to mask dirt and other blemishes. The inherent drama of this 
collection is typified by the color addition, Falcon.  Available in 7 exotic colors.

LZ7059 FALCONNote: Due to printing process limitations, printed colors may not match the actual product colors.  If color match is critical, please request a sample at  800.832.7111 or  310.830.7111.  
For the most up-to-date color choices, go to LONSEAL.COM

331 OATMEAL Lonfloor Galvanized Topseal lends a striking industrial touch to any interior, from 
office break rooms to retail spaces. The subtle color choices offer warmth while the 
metallic design gives a polished, sophisticated appeal — particularly evident in the 
lustrous color, Brass!   Available in 6 scintillating colors.

LONFLOOR GALVANIZED

F7264 BRASS

Lonwood Natural 
#W7464 Summer Night & 
#W7459 Bark Dust 
The Women’s Center at Rockford 
Health System, Rockford, IL

Lonwood Natural 
#W7462 Gentle Wind & 
#W7466 Babbling Creek
Ocean Medical Pediatric Center, 
Brick, NJ

Lonzebra #LZ7068 African Sunset 
 ASB Bank Services, New Zealand
(Architect: CPRW Fisher | Designer: 
Ray Lind | Installer: Lovich Flooring)
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FEATURES (sizes shown are nominal)
Roll Width:      6 ft. (1.8 m) or 8 ft. (2.4 m)
Roll Length:     60 ft. (18.3 m)
Overall Thickness:    0.080 in. (2.0 mm)
Wear Layer Thickness:  0.031 in. (0.8 mm)
Weight 6 ft.:      0.6 lbs./sq. ft., 210 lbs./roll
Weight 8 ft., 6in.:    0.6 lbs./sq. ft., 400 lbs./roll

Londeck Sierra #D721 Sierra Cliff Face
Rotunda Garden, Chicago - O’Hare Airport




